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Turning personal tragedy into healing for others? Who would
have the courage and the compassion to do that? Well, Julie
and Seth Palmer from Michigan are doing just that. When their
youngest son was born with a serious muscular disease, it
was not only difficult to deal with but brought into question the
meaning of life itself. Then, they turned it all into a grand
adventure for their son, themselves, and the whole family.
They had already learned to live above the fear and smallness
of religion, so they were prepared from their inside reality to do
this differently. Camp Firebug is a developi
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Julie and Seth Palmer
Using Tragedy for Transformation--A local couple is inspired to start a summer camp
for disabled kids after learning of their own son’s devastating diagnosis. Julie Palmer
knew almost immediately that something was different about her son, Eli. After a
battery of tests and extreme emotional upheaval, doctors determined that her little boy
had central core disease (CCD). It’s not considered fatal, but the disease (mostly
characterized by muscle weakness) would be lifelong. While many people would have
fallen into despair, Julie and her husband, Seth, refused to allow their son’s diagnosis
to destroy their happiness. Instead they decided to walk the path of healing and share it
with others
Read more
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